A Modest Proposal
President Trump will never get fair treatment from the Corrupt Leftist
Media, and needs to abandon any effort to participate in debates
orchestrated by the head of the Biden Crime Family and his media coconspirators. Instead, President Trump should hold a "mock" or
"pantomime" debate and televise it, like Clint Eastwood did in 2012 at
the Republican National Convention.
All the points Trump SHOULD have made in the first debate with Joe
Biden could be directed to someone like Joe diGenova or Greg Jarrett,
who could stand-in for Biden: Either would be an ideal surrogate to
answer Trump's questions since both possess a genius for "netting it
out." Either should be given free rein to tell the truth about the Biden
Crime Family's activities in clear and unambiguous language, and
should be permitted to cite chapter and verse.
This format eliminates the bias and treachery of the Corrupt Leftist
Media's PR agents aligned with the "Democrats," whose sole purpose is
to stifle the truth. It would also avoid the endless lies, dissembling and
incoherent responses from the "real" Joe Biden that were so much in
evidence in the first debate. The surrogate filling in for Joe Biden could
even use enlarged graphics to validate his responses.
I have rarely (if ever) seen a Trump campaign ad aired anywhere but on
Fox News, Fox Business News, NewsMax, or One America News. It's
great for the Trump Campaign to reward its friends with ad revenues,
but this practice is a clear example of "preaching to the choir," since most
viewers of these cable channels are already Trump supporters. Trump
ads are NOT being seen by the very people who need to see them.

On the other hand, a pantomime debate would be great theater, and
would draw a lot of people who have never heard of Hunter Biden, the
Ukraine, Burisma Holdings, or Rosemont Seneca Partners. These are
the viewers of "filtered" news concocted by the Corrupt Leftist Media,
and they are the ones who need to be exposed to the truth.
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